The POWER of MBGH
Catalysts for Change in Health Care & Benefits

Join our sharing community of HR/Benefits peers!
One of the nation's largest and most progressive non-profit employer coalitions of mid, large and jumbo companies

150+ Members
Self-insured employers of all sizes

$15+ Billion
Employer member annual benefits spend

4+ Million
Total lives represented

Nationally-recognized educational programs, employer-directed projects and collective purchasing opportunities to help you gain the knowledge and confidence to enhance the value of health benefits for your employees and their families

Membership Benefits

• Network and benchmark with HR/health benefits peers in a friendly and collaborative environment

• Participate in timely and compelling educational programs on critical issues, best practices and innovative employer strategies, including:
  • Employer-only roundtables and webinars (virtual)
  • Educational programs (onsite & virtual)
  • Nationally recognized Annual Conference
  • Employer-driven research projects and advisory boards

• Gain valuable online resources, including topic specific employer toolkits, action briefs, program archives, benchmarking surveys and legislative updates

• Access collective purchasing through MBGH partner Midwest Health Purchasers Collaborative (MHPC) offering a unique suite of customized health and benefit solutions at special pricing

Employee Population of Members

1,001-10,000: 43%
10,001-25,000: 22%
<1,000: 23%
>25,000: 12%

“Always on top of the health care changes, providing support with solutions.”
“Unsurpassed networking and leading-edge education and experiential research.”
“MBGH has been very valuable in the educational material we use to assist our employees. The networking, benchmarking, pricing and other services they provide are invaluable.”
“Still the best organization to belong to!”

For more information contact:
Mark Pfleger, Director of Membership Development and Strategic Partnerships, at mpfeleger@mbgh.org